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a b s t r a c t
We describe amethod for computing presentations of cohomology
rings of small finite p-groups. The description differs from other
accounts in the literature in two main respects. First, we suggest
some techniques for improving the efficiency of the obvious linear
algebra approach to computing projective resolutions over a group
algebra. Second, we use an implementation of the multiplicative
structure of the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence for
determining how much of a projective resolution needs to be
computed in order to obtain a presentation of the cohomology ring.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A standard approach to calculating the cohomology ring H∗(G, Fp) of a finite group G with
coefficients in the field Fp of p elements is to first calculate the cohomologyH∗(Sylp(G), Fp) of a Sylow
p-subgroup and then use the result (attributed to J. Tate in Cartan and Eilenberg (1956)) thatH∗(G, Fp)
is isomorphic to the subring of G-stable elements in H∗(Sylp(G), Fp). If the Sylow subgroup is not too
large then, for any given N ≥ 0, one can use elementary linear algebra on a computer to describe
H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) = H∗(Sylp(G), Fp)/H>N(Sylp(G), Fp)
as a finite dimensional structure constant algebra. It is then straightforward to obtain a presentation
of H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) as a graded commutative algebra (or commutative algebra when p = 2). Removing
all relations of degree> N , one obtains a presentation of an infinite dimensional graded commutative
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algebra Hˆ∗N(Sylp(G), Fp). A result discovered independently by Golod (1959), Venkov (1959) and Evens
(1961) implies that Hˆ∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) ∼= H∗(Sylp(G), Fp) for sufficiently large N .
Our aim in this article is to give a self-contained account of the efficient computation of a ring
presentation forH∗(Sylp(G), Fp). The account overlaps with those in Carlson (2001) and Green (2004),
but differs in the following three respects. (i) We suggest some efficiencies that can be applied to the
obvious linear algebra approach (taken for instance in Carlson (2001)) to computing the structure
constant algebra H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp). However, even with these efficiencies it seems that the linear
algebra approach is probably less powerful than the non-commutative Gröbner basis methods of
Green (2004). (ii) We demonstrate that a constructive version of a homological perturbation lemma
of Wall (1961) can be used to automate computations of the additive and multiplicative structure of
the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence. These computations are used to determine a value
of N sufficient for obtaining a presentation of H∗(Sylp(G), Fp). The additive structure of the spectral
sequence and the structure constant algebra H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) have been implemented by the first
author for all primes p. The multiplicative structure on the spectral sequence, and a function for
determining suitably large N , have been implemented by the second author for the prime p equal
to 2 using singular’s Gröbner basis techniques for commutative rings; this implementation could be
routinely extended to primes p > 2 using singular’s tools for Gröbner bases in graded commutative
rings but this has not yet been done. (iii) We illustrate computational functionality and performance
of the approach using functions implemented as part of the first author’s homological algebra package
hap (Ellis, 2008).
Other approaches to determining sufficiently largeN are given in Carlson (2001) andBenson (2004)
and have been used with the magma system to determine the mod 2 cohomology rings of all groups
of order 64. In factMagma contains, as standard, functions for calculating a presentation for the ring
Hˆ∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) (though not for determining suitable N). Recently a variant of the approach in Benson
(2004) has been used to compute the rings for all groups of order 128 (Green and King, 0000; King,
0000).
A major impetus for the paper was the following paragraph by Carlson (2001):
‘‘. . . the cohomology ring, H∗(G, F), is an infinite object but any calculation of it is necessarily
finite. So the question is: when do we know that we are done? One method would be to check
the calculated answer against various spectral sequences that might be available. For groups
which are not too large, thismethod is not impractical. Indeed, Rusin’s (Rusin, 1989) impressive
calculations of the mod-2 cohomology rings of the 51 groups of order 32 were performed using
the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence. However, many of the cohomology rings of the 267
groups of order 64 are much more complicated. Indeed, the method is not very appealing
since there are choices to be made in the spectral sequences that always seem ad hoc and the
calculationsmust be completed by hand. It would bemuch better to have amethodwhich could
be implemented on a computer.’’
Our hap (Ellis, 2008) implementation is an extension to the gap system for computational algebra
(The gapGroup, 2006) and can be used to obtain results such as the following presentation of themod
2 cohomology ring H∗(Syl2(M12), F2) for the Sylow 2-subgroup of the Mathieu groupM12.
gap> P := SylowSubgroup(MathieuGroup(12), 2);;
gap> Mod2CohomologyRingPresentation(P);
Graded algebra GF(2)[ x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, x_6, x_7 ] /







] with indeterminate degrees [ 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4 ]
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The group Syl2(M12) has order 64. Some larger groups can be handled by the implementation. For
example, it takes about 25 min on a 2.66 GHz Intel PC with 2 MB of memory to compute the (well-
known) Poincaré series for the dihedral group of order 4096.
The implementation (Ellis, 2008) can, in principle, be used to compute the structure constant
algebra H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) for any prime p and finite group G. For p = 2 the implementation can also, in
principle, compute a presentation for H∗(Syl2(G), F2). Our algorithm for determining a presentation
works for arbitrary primes but, as yet, is not implemented for p ≥ 3.
The implementation (Ellis, 2008) can also be used to make somemod p cohomology computations
for non-prime-power groups. For instance, the following computes a rational function whose
coefficient of xn equals the dimension of Hn(PSL5(F2), F3) for at least all 0 ≤ n ≤ 20. (In the case




The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a standard linear algebraic approach to
computing the ring H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp). Our description emphasizes the role of contracting homotopies
as a means of removing seemingly ad hoc choices from the implementation. In Section 3 we describe
a memory efficient method for performing Gaussian elimination in a vector space endowed with the
structure of a free FG-module. A constructive version of a lemma ofWall (1961) is used in Section 4 to
determine the differentials in the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence. In Section 5 we give a
Gröbner basis method for computing the homology of a page in the spectral sequence. Sections 4 and
5 yield a computer method for choosing a value of N for which Hˆ∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) = H∗(Sylp(G), Fp);
the method is different to those described by Carlson (2001) and Benson (2004) and has been
implemented by the second author in gap (for p = 2) with calls to singular (Greul et al., 0000).
This part of the implementation together with the experimental results in Section 6 form the second
author’s contribution to the paper.
Throughout we use both F and Fp to denote the field of p elements and K to denote an arbitrary
integral domain.
2. Computing H∗N (Sylp(G), Fp)
The first N terms of a free KG-resolution RG∗ of K can be represented on a computer by storing:
• the KG-rank of the kth free module RGk (k ≤ N);• the image of the ith free KG-generator of RGk under the boundary homomorphism dk : RGk → RGk−1
(k ≤ N);
• the image of the ith free K-generator of RGk under a contracting homotopy hk : RGk → RGk+1
(0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1).
The contracting homotopy satisfies, by definition, hk−1dk+ dk+1hk = 1 and needs to be specified on a
set of freeK-module generators of RGk since it is not G-equivariant. The homotopy can be used tomake
algorithmic the following frequent element of choice.
For x ∈ ker(dk : RGk → RGk−1) choose an element x˜ ∈ RGk+1 such that dk+1(x˜) = x.
One sets x˜ = hk(x). In particular, for any group homomorphismφ : G → G′, the homotopy provides an
explicit induced φ-equivariant chain map φ∗ : RG∗ → RG′∗ . The homotopy can also be used to construct
the composition product in cohomology.
For a small group G one can naively represent an element of the group ringKG as a vector of length
|G| overK. An element in a freeKG-module (KG)r can be represented as a vector of length r×|G| over
K. To compute a freeKG-resolution RG∗ ofK one can set RG0 = KG, define d0 : KG → K,Σλgg → Σλg ,
and then recursively
(1) determine a K-basis for ker dn (using Gaussian elimination if K is a field, and Smith Normal Form
if K = Z),
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(2) determine a small subset {v1, . . . , vr} ⊂ ker dn whose KG-span equals ker dn,
(3) set RGn+1 = (KG)r ,
(4) define dn+1 : (kG)r → RGn by sending the ith free generator to vi.
The construction of a contracting homotopy hn : RGn → RGn+1, x → x˜ essentially boils down to solving
a matrix equation dn+1(x˜) = xwhere x˜ is unknown and x is a known vector in the image of dn+1. The
most costly part of the recursive procedure is Step 2. If K = F and if G is a p-group then the radical
of ker dn is the vector space spanned by vectors v − g · v where v ranges over an F-basis for ker dn
and g ranges over generators for G; any basis for the complement of the radical yields a minimal set
{v1, . . . , vr} with FG-span equal to ker dn. Even when G is not a p-group this method can be used to
find a set whose FP-span equals ker dn, where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G; one can then use naive
methods to reduce the size of this set to a smaller one with FG-span equal to ker dn. (Other, more
elaborate, methods for constructing free KG-resolutions for large or infinite groups G and for K = Z
are described in Ellis (2004) and Ellis et al. (2006).)
Having constructed a free KG-resolution of K with contracting homotopy, it is straightforward
to implement routines for computing ExtnKG(K,K) and for computing the composition product
ExtmKG(K,K) × ExtnKG(K,K) → Extm+nKG (K,K). We are particularly interested in Hn(G, F) =
ExtnFG(F, F).
The above discussion underlies functions for computing the graded structure constant algebra
H∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) which have been implemented in Ellis (2008). As an indication of the (limited)
potential of these functions, we mention that it takes around thirty minutes to compute structure
constants for the ring H∗12(Syl2(M23), F2) and determine a minimal set of eighteen generators: three
in dimension 1, two in degree 2, one in degree 3, three in degree 4, three in degree 5, two in degree 6,
one in degree 7 and three in degree 8.
3. Gaussian elimination with group actions
Let G be a finite p-group. The representation of free FG-modules as vector spaces over F can
require significant amounts of memory. Consider for instance the group G = Syl2(M23) of order 128.
A minimal free F2G-resolution RG∗ has 445 free generators in degree 19 and 508 free generators in
degree 20. Thus at least 445 × 508 × 1282/223 = 442 MB are needed to represent the boundary
homomorphism d20 : RG20 → RG19 as an F2-homomorphism and even more are needed to compute it.
The implementation in Ellis (2008) just manages to compute d20 on a processor with 2 GB ofmemory.
A G-equivariant linear homomorphism d : (FG)n → (FG)m is determined by its value
d(ej) = a1jf1 + a2jf2 + · · · + amjfm
on generators e1, . . . , en for the free module (FG)n (where fi are generators for (FG)m and aij ∈ FG).
The equivariant homomorphism is represented by an m × n matrix A = (aij) which is a factor of
|G| smaller than the matrix needed to represent d as a non-equivariant homomorphism. In order to
benefit from the smaller representation we need an efficient equivariant method for computing a
minimal set of FG-generators for the kernel of d.
One recursive approach to computing a minimal generating set for the FG-module ker d involves
the FG-module π generated by the m elements ai1 ∈ FG in the first column of A. Viewing π as an F-
subspace of F|G| we can use Gaussian elimination to find a linearly independent subset {ai1}i∈I of the
first column which constitutes an F-basis for the complement of IG · π where IG is the kernel of the
augmentation map FG → F. Therefore (ai1)i∈I is a minimal FG-generating set for π . By re-ordering
rows if necessary, we can assume that I = {1, 2, . . . , t}. We can then take FG-linear combinations
of the first t rows of A from subsequent rows to produce a new matrix (a′ij) such that a
′
i1 = 0 for
t+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Form amatrix E whose rows are an F-basis for the FG-span of the first t rows in A. The
matrix E involves at most tn|G|2 log2(p) bits of information and so we should be able to use Gaussian
elimination to reduce E to echelon form. Let e1∗, . . . , et ′∗ be an FG-generating set for the F-span of
those rows of the echelon form of E which are zero in the first |G| coordinates. Let A′ be the matrix
obtained by appending to (a′ij) the vectors e1∗, . . . , et ′∗. Forw ∈ (FG)n we have Aw = 0 if and only if
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A′w = 0. For convenience we decompose A′ into submatrices B, C,D as follows.
A′ =





at1 at2 · · · · · · atn




0 a′m,2 · · · · · · a′m,n











Using the canonical isomorphism (FG)n ∼= FG⊕ (FG)n−1 the matrices B and D correspond to module
homomorphisms dB : FG → (FG)t and dD : (FG)n−1 → (FG)m−t+t ′ . By recursion we can find minimal
FG-generating sets XB, XD for ker dB and ker dD respectively. Any x ∈ XB can be extended to a generator
x = (x, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ ker(d). We can also extend any x ∈ XD to a generator x ∈ ker(d) since the echelon
form of E provides an explicit injective homomorphism ker dD → ker d which we use to map x ∈ XD
to x ∈ ker(d). The set X = {x : x ∈ XB ∪ XD} is a generating set for the module ker d.
The generating set X will not in general be minimal. One possibility is to use a version of G-
reduction (see below) tominimize it. Alternatively, X can be used to constructminimalFG-resolutions
as follows. Suppose we have k terms of a minimal FG-resolution RG∗ of F. Using the preceding method
we can extend the resolution to a possibly non-minimal resolution with k+ 2 terms:
⊕X ′FG →⊕XFG → RGk → RGk−1 → · · · .
The extended resolution can then be used to compute Hk+1(G, F). The F-rank of Hk+1(G, F) is equal to
the FG-rank of the module RGk+1 in a minimal resolution, and using this we can eliminate redundant
generators from X to construct k+ 1 terms of a minimal resolution.
A direct implementation of the above recursive G-equivariant method for finding module
generators of the kernel of d : (FG)n → (FG)m runs into the following problem. The recursion produces
a sequence of FG-matrices A, A′, A′′, . . . , A(i), . . . each representing a homomorphism d(i) : (FG)n →
(FG)mi with kernel equal to ker d. The problem is that the number of rows of A(i) can become
prohibitively large. To overcome this we introduce the following definition.
Definition. A matrix A over FG will be said to be G-reduced if, for each column of A, those non-zero
entries of the column that are the first non-zero entries of their rows form a minimal generating set
for some FG-submodule of the group algebra FG.
Using just linear algebra in the vector space F|G| ∼= FG, a sequence of row operations can be applied
to any FG-matrix A to convert it to a G-reduced form. Note that if A is in G-reduced form then the
number of rows in A is crudely bounded by nt where n is the number of columns of A and t is the
maximum number of elements needed to generate a submodule of FG. (For the dihedral group of
order 32 one can directly compute t = 2. For G = Syl2(M23) of order 128 we are unable to compute
t; considering just the modules in the radical series of G shows that t ≥ 16 and this may well be an
accurate bound on t .)
When implementing the above recursive method for finding generators of ker d each A(i) can be
converted to G-reduced form. This should overcome the potential problem of a prohibitively large
number of rows.
The above method has not yet been fully implemented. However, some of its ideas have been
implemented by the second author in Smith (2008) and used on a computer with 2 GB available to
obtain 24 terms of a minimal F2G-resolution for G = Syl2(M23). With the same amount of memory
the method of Section 2 can only compute 20 terms (and requires 5 GB of memory for computing 24
terms).
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4. Computing spectral sequence differentials
Suppose that G is a group, possibly infinite, for which we have some KG-resolution
S∗ : · · · → Sn → Sn−1 → · · · → S0 → K,
but that S∗ is not KG-free. Suppose that for each m we have a free KG-resolution Am∗ of the module
Sm:
Am∗ : → Am,n → Am,n−1 → · · · → Am,0 → Sm.
The following constructive version of a lemma of Wall (1961) was given in Ellis et al. (2006) and
explains how we can compute a free KG-resolution RG∗ of Kwith RGn =

p+q=n Ap,q.
Lemma 1 (Wall, 1961; Ellis et al., 2006). Let Apq (p, q ≥ 0) be a bigraded family of free KG-modules.
Suppose that there are KG-module homomorphisms d0 : Ap,q → Ap,q−1 such that (Ap,∗, d0) is an acyclic
chain complex for each p. Set Sp = H0(Ap,∗, d0) and suppose further that there are KG-homomorphisms
δ : Sp → Sp−1 for which (S∗, δ) is an acyclic chain complex. Then there exist KG-homomorphisms
dk : Ap,q → Ap−1,q+k−1 (k ≥ 1, p > k) such that
d = d0 + d1 + · · · : RGn =

p+q=n




is a differential on a free KG-resolution of K. Suppose that there exist K-homomorphisms h0 : Ap,q →
Ap,q+1 such that d0h0d0(x) = d0(x) for all x ∈ Ap,q+1. Then we can construct dk by first lifting δ to
d1 : Ap,0 → Ap−1,0 and recursively defining dk = −h0(∑ki=1 didk−i) on free generators of the module Apq.
Furthermore, if H0(S∗) ∼= K and each Sp is a freeK-module, we can constructK-module homomorphisms
h : RGn → RGn+1 satisfying dhd(x) = d(x) by setting h(apq) = h0(apq) − hd+h0(apq) + ϵ(apq) for free
generators apq of the module Apq. Here d+ = ∑pi=1 di and, for q ≥ 1, ϵ = 0. For q = 0 we define
ϵ = h1− h0d+h1+ hd+h1+ hd+h0d+h1 where h1 : Ap,0 → Ap+1,0 is aK-linear homomorphism induced
by a contracting homotopy on S∗.
WhenK = Z orK = F this lemma provides a practical divide-and-conquer strategy for computing
a freeKG-resolution RG∗ for a group G possessing a normal subgroup Z . We set Q = G/Z and compute
a free KQ -resolution SQ∗ of K, and a free KZ-resolution T Z∗ of K. The resolution SQ∗ is a non-free KG-
resolution. A free KG-resolution Am∗ for SQm can be constructed as Am∗ =

Xm(T∗ ⊗KZ KG)where Xm
is the free KQ -basis for SQm .
(As an aside, we note that since Lemma 1 constructs a contracting homotopy on the resolution, the
divide-and-conquer strategy can be applied recursively to any finite subnormal sequence Z1 ≤ Z2 ≤
· · · ≤ G. For instance, a recursive implementation of Lemma 1 provided in Ellis (2008) can establish
the existence of an eight-dimensional free ZG-resolution (all modules of degree≥ 9 being trivial) for
the free nilpotent group G = G2,4 of class 4 on two generators. This resolution can be used to show
that the integral cohomology ring H∗(G2,4,Z) has 3-torsion in degrees 4 and 5 but no other torsion.
The resolution can be used to show thatH∗(G2,4,Z) is generated by two classes in degree 1, six classes
in degree 2, ten classes in degree 3, eight classes in degree 4 and four classes in degree 5.)
Let G be a group with normal subgroup Z , and let RG∗ be a free KG-resolution RG∗ of K constructed
using Lemma 1. The chain complex C∗ = RG∗ ⊗KG K obtained by tensoring RG∗ with the trivial module
K admits a filtration
F0C∗ ≤ F1C∗ ≤ F2C∗ ≤ · · · ≤ C∗
defined by FmCn = ⊕p+q=n,p≤m(Apq ⊗KG K). This filtration gives rise to the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre
homology spectral sequence.
Let us recall details of the spectral sequence arising from an (arbitrary) filtration. Let C∗ = (Cn, dn)
be any chain complex of K-modules. Let FpCn be a submodule of Cn (for p, n ≥ 0). Suppose that each
Fp−1Cn is a submodule of FpCn. Suppose also that the homomorphism dn : Cn → Cn−1 restricts to a
homomorphism dn : FpCn → FpCn−1 (for p ≥ 0, n ≥ 1). We summarize this situation by saying that
we have a filtration F0C∗ ≤ F1C∗ ≤ F2C∗ ≤ · · · ≤ C∗ on the chain complex C∗.
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Define Z rp,q = {a ∈ FpCp+q | dp+q(a) ∈ Fp−rCp+q−1}. Define
Erp,q =
Z rp,q + Fp−1Cp+q
dp+q+1(Z r−1p+r−1,q−r+2) + Fp−1Cp+q
.
Thus the elements of Erp,q are cosets [a] and any such coset can be represented by an element a ∈ Z rp,q.
There is a homomorphism
drp,q : Erp,q → Erp−r,q+r−1
which can be defined as follows. For any element [a] ∈ Erp,q choose a representative a ∈ Z rp,q. Then
define
dr([a]) = [dp+q(a)].
In this definition it is essential to choose the representative a in Z rp,q. (Suppose that an element
[a] ∈ Erp,q is represented by a ∈ FpCp+q but that a does not lie in Z rp,q. Then, by solving a linear matrix
equation, one can find ϵ ∈ Fp−1Cp+q such that a′ = a+ϵ ∈ Z rp,q. Since ϵ ∈ Fp−1Cp+q one has [a] = [a′].)





For the case when the filtration arises from a normal subgroup Z ≤ G, Evens (1975) showed that
there exists some positive integer ρ such that
Eρp,q ∼= E∞p,q (p, q ≥ 0).




Eρp,q (n ≥ 0).
For a finite p-group G we have Hn(G, F) ∼= Hn(G, F) for n ≥ 0. The advantage of working with
cohomology is that the cupproductHp(G, F)×Hq(G, F)→ Hp+q(G, F) exists anddefines the structure
of a graded anti-commutative F-algebra on H∗(G, F). In cohomology the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence arises from a group G, a normal subgroup Z , and the resulting filtration of cochain
complexes
C∗ = F 0C∗ ≥ F 1C∗ ≥ F 2C∗ ≥ · · ·
defined by FmCn = ⊕p+q=n,p≥mHomFG(Apq, F)where Ap,q are the components of the FG-resolution of
Lemma 1. It is shown in Evens (1961) that the cohomology differential
dp,qr : Ep,qr → Ep+r,q−r+1r




we can compute successive pages of the cohomology spectral sequence by using Gröbner basis
methods to compute kernels and images of derivations (see below). For some integer ρ ≥ 2 we have
that E∗,∗ρ = GrH∗(G, F) is the graded algebra associated with a filtration on H∗(G, F). This means that
dr = 0 for r > ρ. It is possible to determine the value of ρ by finding a finite set of generators for the
algebra ker dρ and then verifying that dr(x) is trivial for each generator x and ρ < r < q+ 1 where q
is the largest integer for which Ep,qr contains a generator. Additively the associated graded algebra is
isomorphic to the H∗(G, F). Although the isomorphism does not in general preserve multiplication it
can be used to derive an integer N such that Hˆ∗N ∼= H∗(G, Fp).
Indeed, the maximum degree of a minimal generator (resp. relation) of H∗(G, F) is no greater than
that of GrH∗(G, F). Evens’ proof (Evens, 1961) of the finite generation of H∗(G, Fp) for a finite p-group
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G uses this fact, with Z equal to a central subgroup of order p, together with induction on the order
of G.
To illustrate the idea consider the quaternion group G of order 8. There is a central extension
1→ C2 → G → C2 × C2 → 1 which yields the spectral sequence
E∗2 = H∗(C2 × C2, F)⊗ H∗(C2, F) =⇒ H∗(G, F).
By induction on the order of groups we can assume that we know that H∗(C2 × C2, F) ∼= F[x, y]
and H∗(C2, F) ∼= F[x]. Hence E∗2 ∼= F[x, y, z]. From the resolution constructed using Lemma 1 the
computer can determine values of the derivation d2 : E∗2 → E∗2 on all generators of the ring E∗2 , namely
d2(x) = d2(y) = 0 and d2(z) = x2+xy+y2. Using themethod described in Section 5we can compute
E∗3 = ker(d2)/image(d2) = F[x, y, z2]/⟨x2 + xy+ y2⟩.
The resolution from Lemma 1 yields the differential on E∗3 from which we compute
E∗4 = F[x, y, z2]/⟨x2 + xy+ y2, y3⟩.
The computation can be repeated until we are certain that E∗4 = E∗∞. We then observe that all
generators and relations in E∗∞ have degree at most 3. We conclude that Hˆ∗3 (G, Fp) ∼= H∗(G, Fp) and
we use three terms of a projective FG-resolution to compute a presentation for the cohomology ring.
In this example the presentation coincides with that for E∗4 .
5. Computing homology of derivations
For convenience we assume that p = 2 throughout this section. The extension of the theory to
primes p > 2 is routine and left to the reader. (We have implemented the theory only for p = 2,
taking advantage of singular’s tools for Gröbner bases in commutative rings which apply in this case.
The singular system (Greul et al., 0000) also handles graded commutative rings and could be used to
implement the theory for p ≥ 2.)
Consider the polynomial ring R = F[x1, . . . , xn] and let I be an ideal in R. Set E = R/I and
suppose that we are given some derivation d : E → E (bywhichwemean an F-linear homomorphism
satisfying d(uv) = ud(v)+ vd(u) for u, v ∈ E). Our goal is to compute an ideal J ≤ F[u1, . . . , ut ] for
which there is an explicit commutative ring isomorphism
ker(d)/image(d) ∼= F [u1, . . . , ut ]/J.
This computation is precisely what is needed to recursively determine the infinity page E∞ of the
Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre cohomology spectral sequence.
The kernel of the derivation d is not in general an ideal in E. Therefore we cannot directly apply
singular’s (Greul et al., 0000) Gröbner basis functions to obtain a presentation for ker(d). We need to
consider the subring S = F[x21, x22, . . . , x2n] in R. The ring S lies in the kernel of d and, moreover, R is a
free S-module with basis the 2n square-free monomials in R.
We can consider the R-module I as an S-module, and we denote this S-module by IS . A finite
generating set X for the R-module I can be converted to a finite generating set XS for the S-module IS .
The set XS is the product of X with the set of all square-free monomials. The derivation d : E → E can
be viewed as a homomorphism
dS : S2n/IS → S2n/IS
of S-modules. The singular function modulo(d,I) can be used to compute a generating set YS =
{y1, . . . , yt} for an S-module KS ≤ S2n that yields an isomorphism KS/IS ∼= ker(dS) of S-modules. (The
yi can be viewed as elements of R.)
We now introduce the polynomial ring R′ = F[x1, . . . xn, u1, . . . , ut ] and the ideal K ≤ R′
generated by the set
Y = X ∪ {u1 − y1, . . . , ut − yt}.
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Thus E = R/I is isomorphic to the quotient ring R′/K , and the isomorphismmaps generators of ker(d)
to the elements represented by u1, . . . , ut . The singular function eliminate(K,X) can be used to
eliminate the variables x1, . . . , xn from the set Y to produce a set of elements in F[u1, . . . , ut ] that
generates an ideal J ′ ≤ F[u1, . . . , ut ]with F[u1, . . . , ut ]/J ∼= ker(d).
If d2 = 0 then the image of d is an ideal in ker(d) and it is straightforward to extend the generating
set for J ′ so as to generate an ideal J with F[u1, . . . , ut ]/J ∼= ker(d)/image(d).
Example. Let R = F[x, y], I = ⟨xy2⟩ and consider the derivation d : R/I → R/I defined by
d(x) = 0, d(y) = x. Then X = {xy2}, S = F[x2, y2] and XS = {xy2, x2y2, xy3, x2y3}. singular
produces a set YS = {x2, y2, x, y3} representing S-module generators for ker(d). We now set R′ =
F[x, y, u1, u2, u3, u4] and consider the ideal K = ⟨xy2, u1 − x2, u2 − y2, u3 − x, u4 − y3⟩. singular
eliminates x and y from the generating set for K to produce the ideal J ′ = ⟨u3u4, u1u4, u23 +
u1, u2u3, u1u2, u32 + u24⟩ with F[u1, u2, u3, u4]/J ′ ∼= ker(d). Finally, d2 = 0 and we obtain
ker(d)/image(d) ∼= F[u2, u4]/⟨u32 + u24⟩. 
When applying the method to large examples, two simple techniques can be used to improve
efficiency. First, the generating set for the ideal K can be large and very redundant. This might pose
a problem when computing a Gröbner basis for K . Elimination of obvious redundancies among the
generators of K can help to overcome the problem. Second, in many examples the subring S can be
increased in size subject to the constraints that S ⊂ ker(d) and R is a free S-module.
6. Experimental results
The second author has used the above methods to re-compute the mod 2 cohomology rings of
all groups of order 32 (originally computed by Rusin (1989)) and many of the groups of order 64
(originally computed by Carlson (2001)) on a dual-core 2.66 MHz Intel PC with an initial memory cap
of 512 MB.
Themod 2 cohomology rings of 48 of the 51 groups of order 32were computed in a total of 73 s, and
needed nomore than six terms of a resolution and nomore than six pages for the spectral sequence to
converge. Two further groups (numbers 8 and 44 in the gap small groups library) required resolutions
of length nine and ten pages of the spectral sequence, and needed a total of two minutes for the
computation of their cohomology rings. The only problematic groupwas number 50 in the gap library.
This is an extra-special group and the resolution and cohomology ring for Q are expensive to compute
using the general method of Section 2. For this group the mod 2 cohomology ring required 30 min.
Precisely 67 of the 267 groups of order 64 are direct products of smaller groups and their
cohomology rings can be obtained quickly as tensor products of the cohomology rings of the smaller
groups. The cohomology rings of 135 of the remaining groupswere obtained in 38min; these required
at most ten pages of the spectral sequence, though most required just six or fewer pages. We have
computed the cohomology rings for four further groups and this took a further two hours. We do not
yet have results for 39 of the groups of order 64. For 24 of these groups thememory limit of 512MBwas
insufficient, either (a) to compute the resolution and cohomology ring for Q and G, or (b) to compute
a Gröbner basis (using an elimination ordering) as part of the computation of a ring presentation for
the homology of a derivation or a sheet of the spectral sequence. The current version of the code for
computing the homology of derivations in the spectral sequence takes a mathematical short cut at
one point which may produce an incorrect answer, but once the answer is computed its correctness
is tested; for 15 groups this internal test failed and the computation of a sufficiently large N aborted.
Some groups of order greater than 64 can be handled. For example, the (well-known) mod 2
cohomology ring for the dihedral group of order 4096 was easily computed.
A detailed analysis of the computation of the mod 2 cohomology ring for the group G = Syl2(M12)
of order 64 is instructive. The spectral sequence calculation required resolutions up to degree 5 for
the centre Z = C2 and quotient Q = G/Z; it also required the computation of the cohomology
ring for Q . It converged at the page E6 = E∞. The ring presentation obtained for E∞ involved
relations of largest degree N = 6. This value of N was then used to compute the mod 2 cohomology
ring Hˆ∗N(Sylp(G), Fp) = H∗(G, F) as described in Section 2. The complete calculation took roughly
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Task Time (s)
Computing resolutions and cohomology rings for Z and Q 2.9
Computing twisted tensor product resolution for G 0.5
Computing spectral sequence derivations 0.2
Computing homologies of derivations 0.3
Other related spectral sequence computations 0.2
Total for computing spectral sequence 4.1
Computing six terms of a minimal resolution for G 0.5
Computing presentation for H∗(G, F2) from the resolution 1.4
Total for computing mod 2 cohomology ring 6.089
6 s and breaks down as follows. The computation of the E∞ page of the spectral sequence took
a small proportion of the total computation time. This is typical, the exceptions coming in cases
where the calculation of the homology of the derivation involves very large Gröbner bases requiring
considerable time andmemory. This example is also typical in thatmore computation time is devoted
to determining a suitable integer N than to calculating the presentation for the structure constant
algebra Hˆ∗N(G, F).
7. Conclusions
The experimental results demonstrate that the standard spectral sequence proof (Evens, 1961) of
the finite generation of cohomology rings of finite groups provides a practical alterative algorithm
for computing (or verifying previously computed) mod p cohomology rings for many small finite
p-groups G. An implementation of the method has been made available as a gap package, and no
knowledge of homological algebra is required by a user wishing to compute cohomology rings with
the package. Comparison with the computations in Green and King (0000) suggests that the spectral
sequencemethod is probably, inmany cases, not as efficient as D. Benson’s completion criterion given
in Benson (2004). Though in some cases the spectral sequence completion criterion yields a value of
N lower than that produced by Benson’s criterion, this could be useful when dealing with certain
large groups. The spectral sequence approach involves an algorithm for computing the homology of
a derivation on a graded commutative ring over the field of p-elements. This algorithm, which so far
has been implemented only for p = 2, may be of independent interest.
The generality of the spectral sequencemethodmakes it applicable in other contexts. For example,
given a connected CW-space X with π1X and π2X finite p-groups and πn(X) = 0 for n ≥ 3, the
cohomology spectral sequence of the fibrationK(π2X, 2)→ X → K(π1X, 1) can, in principle, be used
to determine a presentation for the cohomology ring H∗(X, F). Work on implementing this fibration
method is in progress and involves an OpenMath interface developed in Romero et al. (2009) between
the hap homological algebra package (Ellis, 2008) and the Kenzo system (Dousson et al., 1999) for
computational simplicial topology.
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